
Merry
Christmas!

There is nothing nicer than seeing houses all

trimmed up for Christmas, both inside and outside!

 

All warm and cosy, with sparkling Christmas lights

and decorations, there is something comforting

about it.

I hope you are having a lovely

Christmas time,

surrounded by family and

friends. 

 

 

I am sorry it's taken so long to

write newsletter 7, it's been a

busy few months juggling

different projects!

 

 

Hello!

Christmas Interiors.



Christmas interiors come in  a wide
range of colours and themes, whether
you favour the traditional reds, golds
and greens or crisp white and silver

decorations.
There is so much to choose from! and

all equally beautiful!
 
 
 

Here is a celebration of some
gorgeous Christmas rooms.

I couldn't resist!

Christmas Interiors.



As promised in the last newsletter,
sustainable window dressings!

 
With everyone struggling with the

cost of living at the moment, every
penny counts and it is especially true

with what you have up to your
windows....

Thin, unlined curtains and blinds are
a waste of time and money as they

are allowing draughts in through your
windows, particularly in old houses
with single glazing, and the same

with doors.
 

Interlined curtains and Roman blinds
act as additional insulation and can
actually save you heat and money!

 
The thick layer of interlining coupled

with quality sateen lining act as a
barrier to the cold and help with sun

damage, that fades your curtains.
Giving you curtains that last a

lifetime.

Sustainability.

Another way to sustainably dress your
windows is to upgrade rather than

throw away!
 

If your main curtain or blind fabric is
in relatively decent condition, they

can be salvaged!
With a little love and care, new

linings and tapes can be added,
seams and hems altered to hide sun
damage and they will look like new.

Before & after
The images opposite show damaged

curtains, with marks and stains on the
main fabric and linings. All up-

graded with marks gone! 
New linings, pinch pleats, hand sewn

hems and side seams with added
weights . 



Much love,
Bev x 

Recent makes!
Sorry I'm a bit behind with this! 

As usual thank you so much for
spending the time to look at my

little newsletter and thank you to
all my lovely customers who
supported Wick Cottage this

year!
Please check your email next week

 for a year - end round up
 or down load straight from 

the website! 


